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The ultimate alphabetically arranged thesaurus that will help you find the right word every

timeâ€”now bigger and better than ever before!This all-new edition of the classic reference work is

the one thesaurus no home or office should be without. As easy to use as a dictionaryâ€”and just as

important for you to ownâ€”this is a unique and indispensable treasury of words that will enable you

to express your ideas clearly and effectively. With the synonyms and antonyms for each word listed

alphabetically for quick, convenient use, this superior reference volume will help you build your

vocabulary, improve your writing skills, and enrich your powers of expression.Â â€¢ Simple to

useâ€”no index requiredâ€¢Â More than 5,000 new words and phrasesâ€¢Â 2,000 new synonym

entry words for more efficient cross-referencingâ€¢Â 30 new categories â€¢Â Easy-to-read

double-column formatâ€¢Â Latest colloquial and slang termsâ€¢Â Quotations and phrases that

reveal the fascinating history of each word and the ideas it represents
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I had ordered this in Kindle format, but then lost my kindle paperwhite, so perhaps have not

provided a fair rating. The original Roget's International Thesaurus in book form for which I also

have (7th edition), is amazing and mostly because the words and phrases are grouped by

meanings, ideas, thoughts, and concepts. This organization by ideas is so much better than a

dictionary format, because when seeking a word or phase to convey the meaning you want to

express you can quickly find the optimum expression because all related ideas and concepts are

close at hand. The grouping by ideas is so valuable that simply browsing is immensely entertaining

and edifying. Ideas containing word meanings are grouped into 1075 categories and fifteen classes

of words. Even considering the classes is an eye-opener: 1. The Body and the Senses. 2. Feelings.

3. Place and Change of Place. 4. Measure and Shape. 5. Living Things. 6.Natural Phenomena. 7.

Behaviour and the Will. 8. Language. 9. Human Society and Institutions. 10. Values and Ideals. 11.

Arts. 12. Occupations and Crafts. 13. Sports and Amusements. 14. The Mind and Ideas. 15.

Science and Technology. Most of us by simply being exposed to these groupings will likely be

tempted to explore the ideas, concepts, and words within.

My teacher recommended this thesaurus to me and to my classmates so I decided to buy it. I was

delivered as I expected. It is paperback so I need to put cover in to avoid to worn out. We use this

thesaurus today and I realized that not all of the words is in this book. I wish they put more words on

it and put more synonym of the word so the students can use the appropriate words for writing. I will

keep it because I bought it cheap and I will still need in my English class.

I've been using Roget's Thesaurus since high school, it seems (graduated in 1965) and this newer

one is just like the older ones other than the inclusion of many of the new words added to the

dictionary each year. It is one of the books one should always have on hand with a good dictionary

or two all the time. With some words now meaning something other than they meant years ago, a

Thesaurus is necessary if one reads a lot and especially if they correspond a lot. Even though the

hand written letter and report are almost a thing of the past, we still communicate via emails and

attachments which are composed from scratch so we ought to know what we are saying , or

reading. I do hope the gibberish of texting never hits the dictionary and thesaurus. That will indeed

be a sad time.

Good for what it is, but only what it is. What this is, is an acceptable thesaurus published in Kindle



e-book format. I wish there were better thesauri, such as the "Oxford AmericanÃ¢Â€Â¦," Or the

"Roget's InternationalÃ¢Â€Â¦," Published in Kindle e-book format. If there were I certainly would've

bought them instead of this, but alas those more serious and far superior reference works are not

available for any of the Kindle the readers. At least I did not see them :-( . I needed a Kindle

thesaurus that I could use to look up words when I am doing my work as a fiction writer, and not

necessarily what I am reading an actual Kindle e-book. In my case I rarely have to look up words

when I am reading books. On the other hand I always have to look up words when I am writing

stories or books. :-) In general I am disappointed with the lack of serious reference books available

for the  Kindle the readers, available as standalone titles that is. I think  should seriously fix this.

Thank you

Good book

The classic Thesaurus. Very inclusive, especially for American English.

Perfect for my needs.

If you've seen some of the things that are being self-published today then you know what I mean.

There just isn't the finesse and familiarity with language and craft in most of it and the only way it will

improve is to sit down and crack a book once in a while. The Roget's Thesaurus has been and

continues to be one of those references that anyone serious about their writing should own. I'll even

pull it off the shelf or bring it up on me e-reader just to browse.
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